JECC’s Outdoor Learning Space

Early Childhood Health Outdoors is designed to make sure that all young children in
Colorado have daily access to quality outdoor learning environments where play and
learning support development across all domains— cognitive, physical, social, and
emotional. ECHO is based on a decade of research that shows by improving the design of
outdoor spaces through affordable interventions and training early childhood professionals,
young children and early childhood programs enjoy substantial benefits like engaging in
social interactions more often, enjoying naturalized outdoor spaces and spending more time
outside, supporting healthy behaviors as well as hands-on gardening encourages the
consumption of fresh fruit and vegetables.
After turning our grant application and being selected as one of Colorado's first
ECHO Seed Sites, they provided us with a Design Workshop to put our thoughts on paper,
an Illustrative Plan and a step by step Action Plan (both are attached to this email) as well as
$5,000 in seed money to get started with our transformation. They will continue to provide
us with resources and guidance until we feel the Outdoor Learning Environment is finished,
no matter how long it takes. We applied the seed money towards our first objective which was
accomplished during our first "Build Day" over 2019 Summer Break. A group of volunteers
from Plante Moran (a local Colorado company) came out for a Volunteer Day and helped us
deck over the existing central sandbox to create a stage and then build three smaller auxiliary
sandboxes throughout the area. We also received an incredible donation from Newmont
Mining in 2019. Newmont was planning to come out and do a build day in March of 2020, but
the situation with Covid put that on hold. While we’ve had situations that have stalled our
progress over the past couple of years, we are so lucky for the local support we’ve gotten so far
and looking forward to continuing our progress this school year!

Here are some of the projects we hope to tackle with future Build Days (inspiration
photos below!
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- Mud Kitchen! Date TBD (possibly fall break or sooner): We have many materials already
and plans ready to go!

- Creating/Assembling the Music Wall! Date TBD: We need to collect all kinds of items (from
around the house/garage sales etc) that make a good/fun noise! Then secure them to a wall
that will go along our back fence, and then paint and add cute artistic touches!
- Creating/Assembling the Challenge Course! Date TBD: Once we decide what type of
materials to use (all ideas welcome) then we can create a volunteer team to put it all together,
with the help of Mr. Joe and make sure it all can be anchored to the ground.

- Sourcing Materials for and Assembling Sensory Paths! Date TBD: We would like to use
TREX decking (some of which we have leftover from the stage) to be the outline/border and
sections of the paths and inside each section will be small tree stumps, stone, grass and any
other material that is NOT loose (like mulch/soil) that will provide a fun sensory experience.
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- Creating/Assembling Planters for Flowers/Fruit/Veg Date TBD: These can be made from
all kinds of different materials, if anyone has experience building planters, please let us know!
We have plenty of tires we can transform into planters and there is an attached photo of an
example of an easy planter made from a palate.

Ongoing Playground Donation List:
● Small, medium or large spools

● Foam Bricks (Foam Bricks)
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● Guttering Stands (Guttering Stands)

